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THE SPACE TECHNOLOGY RESEARCH VEHICLES STRV-IA AND -lB: ONE YEAR IN GTO
N. S. Wells·
Space' Department
Defence Research Agency
Farnborough, Hampshire, England

Abstract
On 17th June 1994, Ariane flight V64 placed into
geostationary transfer orbit (GTO) two 52 kg 'Space
Technology Research Vehicles' built by the UK
Defence Research Agency (DRA). The major objective
of the STRV-I alb one year mission was to evaluate in
orbit, new technologies which have application to
future space missions. The GTO provides a very harsh
space environment, particularly in terms of radiation
dose. The two spacecraft not only carry a suite of
fourteen experiments between them, including
experiments from the Ballistic Missile Defence
Organisation, European Space Agency, the DRA and
various universities, but they also incorporate many
new technologies into the platform design.
The paper provides a full overview of the mlSSIon
including a description of the in-orbit performance of
the two spacecraft. Some of the main results from the
mission with respect to spacecraft, subsystem and
experiment performance are presented. The current
status of the mISSIon extension and further
microsatellites in the series (STRV-1c & d) is also
presented.
1. Introduction

The Space Technology Research Vehicles (STRV-1a
and -1 b) were designed with the principal aim of
providing the technology community with affordable
access to earth orbit to allow an in-orbit evaluation of
new technologies. The spacecraft were designed, built
and tested at the UK Defence Research Agency (DRA)
at Farnborough (with assistance as required from
subcontractors) and are now operated from a ground
station facility at DRA Lasham in Southern England.
The short duration time scale of the project (from the
design phase to operations in 3 years) has guaranteed
the return of experimental data in a meaningful time
frame. Previous papers 1,2,3 have provided detailed
descriptions and updates to the STRV-1a1b project.
This paper describes the mission operations and
experiment results. Future plans for STRV-la and -lb
are described and the current status of a possible
follow-on mission (STRV-Ic and old) is also presented.

The STRV -1 a and -I b satellites are almost entirely
experimental, with the majority of the platform systems
incorporating new features or techniques. Despite a
maximum mass of only 55 kg each, a total of fourteen
different experiments are incorporated in the design of
the two vehicles. The majority of the technologies
flown are associated with ongoing research
programmes within the Space Department of the DRA.
These programmes are both intramural and in
conjunction with UK industries and universities. In
addition, there is a major international collaborative
aspect to the project. The Ballistic Missile Defence
Organisation (BMDO) Materials and Structures
Programme has sponsored four experiments that were
built at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) and are
flown aboard STRV-Ib. The BMDO also negotiated
access to the NASA Deep Space Network (DSN)
antennas to supplement the DRA ground station. The
European Space Agency (ESA-ESTEC) also submitted
experiments and solar panels for STRV-I a, and have
provided the programme with design effort and
radiation facility time. The United States Air Force
Phillips Laboratory, Albuquerque, has provided solar
panels on STRV-Ib, together with experimental cells as
part of one of the experiments.
The limitation on mass is a consequence of the choice
of launch: the Ariane Structure for Auxiliary Payloads
(ASAP)4. Although this structure has now flown
several times into low earth, polar orbit, the STRV-Ialb
launch on 17th June 1994 was the first occasion that the
Ariane-4 has launched auxiliary payloads into
Geostationary Transfer Orbit (GTO). Fig. I is a
schematic of the orbit which also indicates parts of the
orbit that are of particular interest to the STRV-Ialb
mission.

Van Allen Belts

Atomic oxygen erosion

Fig. t. Schematic ofthe STRV-I GTO

STRV-I Programme Manager

The STRV-Ia/b mission objectives are:

and/or metal inserts bonded locally at load-bearing
points. The panels are skinned either side with carbon
fibre/PEEK thermoplastic laid up in four orthogonal
layers on each face. This material consists of carbon
fibres embedded in a poly-ether-ether-ketone
thermoplastic. The main load-bearing panel is a central
shear wall bonded with carbon fIbre cleats to two side
walls to make an "H-shaped" frame. This frame is
bonded with cleats to a square base plate. Shelves are
mounted within each side of the H-section and these
support the individual equipment units and electrical
harness. Two closing panels and the lid are attached by
bolts and are removable. The total spacecraft structure
provides a mass saving of around 5 kg compared to an
aluminium alloy construction.

a) to provide the technology community with cost
effective access to a harsh earth orbit environment,
b) to implement the mission with a short development
timescale and return data quickly to the
experimenters, and
c) to enhance ORA capabilities in all aspects of
spacecraft design, evaluation and operations.
The specific hazards to spacecraft that are under
investigation are:
a) the effects of ionising radiations on new
microelectronic technologies,
b) the effects of atomic oxygen erosion on spacecraft
materials, and
c) the measurement and alleviation of electrostatic
charging at geostationary altitudes.

During extensive vibration testing at DRA Famborough
this material and type of construction proved extremely
robust. STRV-Ia and -lb are believed to be the first to
use this material for a complete spacecraft structure.

The GTO also offers the opportunity to conduct first
class science. This GTO is used by all Ariane-Iaunched
spacecraft destined for operations in geostationary
orbit, however little is known about the radiation
environment of the orbit. Since STRV-I a and I b
remain in the elliptical orbit for their mission lifetime,
experiments aboard both vehicles are characterising the
radiation environment of the GTO to an unprecedented
level.
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2. STRV-la/b Platform Subsystems
Both spacecraft were built with identical subsystems to
simplif'y the construction and testing process and
minimise the cost of and risk to the programme. Both
spacecraft are cuboid in shape (approximately 450 mm
on each side) with body-mounted solar arrays on four
sides. The spacecraft were released spinning at 5 rpm
by Ariane and the attitude control system is designed to
maintain a Solar Aspect Angle (SAA) of 90° in order to
maximise power output from the arrays and maintain
the required thermal environment. Dual-redundant
onboard computers control the operations of· the
platform and payload.

Fig. 2. Artist's impression ofSTRV-la and -lb

Multi-Layer Insulation is attached to the outside of the
base and lid as required by the thermal design. The
thermal control of the spacecraft is entirely passive with
thermal paints being used to achieve the required
energy balance. This task was somewhat complicated
by the low thermal conductivity of the structural panels.
The thermal design of both spacecraft was validated in
solar simulation facilities at DRA Farnborough. In
orbit, the ambient internal temperature varies over the
range 10 40°C, dependant primarily upon the SAA of
the spacecraft and location of the temperature sensor.

A brief summary of the design of the spacecraft
subsystems, together with a discussion of their
performance in orbit to date, is provided in the
following subsections.
Fig. 2 shows an artist's
impression of the satellites in orbit.

2.1 Structural and Thermal Design
The cuboid structure of the vehicles maximises the
space available to the spacecraft subsystems and
experiments and also allows for simple flat panel
construction.
All panels are based on perforated
aluminium honeycomb with syntactic foam blocks

2.2 Power Subsystem
The power generating arrays on both satellites are
composed of gallium arsenide cells, supplied by a
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variety of sponsors and manufacturers. Silicon cells
would have degraded rapidly in the radiation
environment and were therefore not suitable. Each'
panel generates a beginning of life power of between 20
W and 28 W (under normal illumination, at one solar
constant). The variation is due to the surface areas of
each panel not being equal and also because different
sizes of cells and cell technology are used on each
paneL Averaged over the spin period of the spacecraft,
the power available from the arrays is 31 W for STRVla and 33 W for STRV-Ib.

The performance of the STRV-Ib power system has
been to specification and no problems have been
encountered. The STRV-Ia power system suffered an
anomaly early on in the mission, as described in section
3.2.1, however the effect of this problem on mission
operations has been minimised by appropriate battery
management procedures.
2.3 Attitude Control Subsystem (ACS)
To ensure that at least 94% of the maximum power
available is obtained from the solar arrays, and to assist
with the passive thermal control of the spacecraft, the
function of the ACS is to maintain the Solar Aspect
Angle (SAA) at 90° ± 20°.

The power generated by the arrays passes through
protection diodes and dual-redundant separation
microswitches to the Power Distribution Unit (PDU).
A 28 V supply (± 2%) is achieved using shunt
regulators and battery charge and discharge regulators.

Attitude determination is achieved using V -slit sun and
earth sensors mounted normal to the spacecraft spin
vector and simple analogue sun sensors with
hemispherical fields of view mounted on the top and
bottom surfaces of the spacecraft.

The complete system is controlled by a majority-voting
triplicated unit, connected to the spacecraft's control
and status buses.
The PDU controls all power
switching via commands received from the Command
Distribution Unit (CDU) in the On-Board Data
Handling Subsystem (OBDH). Fifteen current-limited,
output lines are available for switching in this way.

The ACS actuators are redundant magnetorquer coils
mounted such that the plane of the coils lies normal to
the spacecraft spin vector. In addition, STRV-la has a
cold gas thruster system, which was derived from one
of the experiments. The magnetorquer (and/or thruster
on STRV-Ia) is used to precess the spin axis and so
maintain the required SAA.
Since magnetorquer
control relies on the Earth's magnetic field, it is only
effective during the perigee pass, and therefore occurs
out of sight of the ground stations.

The batteries are sized to accommodate the eclipses that
can be encountered in GTO. The eclipse duration can
vary from zero to over 2 hours at apogee. The battery
consists of 16 military specification Nickel Cadmium
cells with a maximum storage capacity (at 60% depth of
discharge) of approximately 46 Whr.

The spacecraft attitude can either be controlled
autonomously by onboard software algorithms or can
be driven by time-tagged commands without
implementing the onboard routines. The autonomous
method has not to date been used to control the attitude
since both spacecraft have been in a prolonged perigee
eclipse season since launch. The system has been
verified away from perigee when the algorithms
correctly determined the direction in which to pulse the
magnetorquer coils to improve the SAA. Manoeuvres
have therefore been planned "manually" and timetagged onboard.

The average power consumption of the platform
subsystems on each orbit is 13 Wand therefore
approximately 19 W (average) is available to the
payloads.
Supplementary power from the battery
allows for short duration loads of up to 120 W.
Since launch the eclipses have remained fairly constant
at around 30 minutes duration. Around mid-1995 the
apogee moves into eclipse, as shown in Fig. 3, giving
several weeks of maximum eclipse duration and then
about 2 months of zero eclipses.
Ecl!PSe Curatlon In m!!'>utes
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Although the design specification for control was 90° ±
20 0 , operationally the system has performed to
considerably better than this. Experience has shown
however, that if the SAA of either spacecraft is allowed
to drift beyond around 95° the battery temperature rises
significantly; (the batteries on both spacecraft are
mounted on the inside of the base, and therefore are
prone to heating effects as the base is tilted towards the
sun). On STRV-lb a similar constraint is imposed on
the lower limit of the SAA. Below around 75° the
REM experiment (mounted at the top of the spacecraft
structure) experiences temperatures in excess of 30°C,
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Fig. 3. GTO Eclipse duration from 22 May 1995
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which is the operating limit of the instrument. Fig. 4
shows how the SAA of STRV-lb has drifted and been
controlled since the beginning of 1995, and how, with a
few exceptions, the constraints on SAA have been
accommodated.

Onboard software is required to monitor and control
several subsystems and experiments simultaneously.
Although direct command from the ground is possible
during periods of ground station visibility, the onboard
software (running on both OBC's) allows for greater
operational flexibility. In certain cases, such as the
attitude control function at perigee, the onboard
software is the only means by which the task can be
carried out. This is possible because the software
handles time-tagged commands. These commands are
"delayed-action" commands which are up linked during
a link session and allow the spacecraft to run
autonomously for several orbits, as required. More than
100 time-tagged commands can be queued on either
OBC. Operational experience has shown that the
spacecraft can be left to operate autonomously for
several days. Ground intervention is usually dictated
by all the available memory being full and a data
download is needed before further experiment
operations can be conducted.

lOO~---'--'---'---,---'---'---r--'----'
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Fig. 4. STRV-lb Solar Aspect Angle evolution

2.4 On-Board Data Handling Subsystem (OBDH)
The OBDH subsystem is vital for the operation of the
spacecraft, with only very limited functions provided by
hard-wired alternative routes for commands and
telemetry.

The software is implemented in ADA, with a small
percentage written in 1750a assembler language. A
multi-tasking software architecture is used, based on a
continuous loop system with command storage buffers.
The total code area allocated is 64 kBytes/computer.
The total OBC code size on each primary computer is
about 57 kBytes.

Under normal circumstances, the OBDH passes
telecommands to on-board subsystems and experiments
via an 8-bit parallel bus or via dedicated serial lines,
and acquires and formats all data for transmission to
ground at the next scheduled link session. The OBDH
also provides an onboard analytical capability which is
used, for example, in the autonomous operation of the
ACS. In addition, the OBDH subsystem is itself an area
of technology demonstration:

The in-orbit performance of both OBDH subsystems
has been excellent. A few minor "glitches" have been
observed on the OBC's and the LPP, however they
have been transient events and have not had a large
impact on the operations of the satellites. Reinitialising
the computers by telecommand has corrected the
problems. Initial analysis of any spurious behaviour of
the computers has not correlated the events with
activity in the radiation environment.

a) A space demonstration of the GEC Plessey
radiation-tolerant (silicon-on-sapphire technology)
Mil-Std 1750a microprocessor chip sets.
b) Implementation of the ESA CCSDS packet
telemetry and telecommand standardS using custom
chip sets to improve reliability and parts counts.

The ability to upload portions of the onboard software
and thereby "patch" the onboard code has been
extremely useful for either correcting minor software
errors or for optimising the control parameters for
particular experiments. Indeed, the code upload facility
and the CCSDS implementation has allowed a new
software experiment to be devised to test the Space
Communications Protocols Standards (SCPS). This test
is scheduled for early in 1996 and is discussed further
in section 5.

The OBDH subsystem, designed and built at DRA
Famborough, weighs only 2.5 kg and requires 6W at
28V. The design employs a fully dual-redundant onboard computer (OBC) and memory storage area. Each
OBC supports 128 kBytes of SOS RAM, 64 kBytes of
radiation-tolerant ROM and 4 kBytes of SOS "boot"
PROM. The adoption of the CCSDS standands meant
that a high level of integration was required, and on the
uplink side this was provided for by using the Packet
Telecommand Decoder AISC's developed by Saab
Ericson of Sweden.

2.5 Radio Frequency (RF) Subsystem
The communications link specification conforms to the
ESA RF and modulation standard (CCSDS) as far as
was required by the project.

On STRV-la, the second OBC is the British Aerospace
Low Power Processor (LPP), which is also based on the
1750a chip set.

The link budget was designed to provide good
communications with the satellites, even at the apogee
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altitude. Ranging facilities are not included since they
are not a mission requirement.

3. Spacecraft Operations
3.1 General

Dual·redundant onboard transmitters are used, with
only one being powered at a time and producing 1W of
RF power.
Dual·redundant onboard receivers
demodulate the uplinked RF signal from the RF
Distribution Unit (RFDU) to produce both an NRZ-L
data output at 125 bps and a synchronous clock signal.
The subcarrier itself is phase-reversal keyed with the
uplink NRZ-L data. The separately housed receivers
. each consist of a carrier-tracking, phase-locked loop
followed by a sub-carrier demodulator which uses the 8
kHz subcarrier to reconstruct the clock signal. The
RFDU incorporates a diplexer, dual low noise
amplifiers, a power splitter and a coaxial relay to select
the desired transmitter input.

Both spacecraft were released simultaneously from the
Ariane third stage at approximately 0730 UT on 17th
June 1994. Eleven hours later, the downlinks from both
spacecraft were scheduled to activate automatically
(under hardware and software control) as the vehicles
came into view of the Lasham ground station. The
spacecraft were also visible from the DSN 26m antenna
at Goldstone, and both stations acquired the spacecraft
immediately.
The telemetry from both spacecraft indicated that all the
platform systems were functioning as expected. Both
spacecraft were spinning at 5 rpm, but with very high
nutation angles: ± ::5 0 for STRV-la and ± 100 for
STRV-lb. Both spacecraft had acceptable SANs and
indicated no thermal problems. Full verification testing
of the individual platform subsystems was conducted
over the following few days and some experiments
began operations immediately.

The spacecraft antenna coverage is necessarily broad
because the attitude of the satellites is not Earthreferenced. The data rate requirement is also low
Okbps) and therefore the design employs a low-profile,
sleeved, dipole antenna mounted on the +Z face of each
spacecraft.

The nutation angles of both spacecraft decreased very
slowly. The nutation on STRV-la appears now to be
fully damped, however STRV-I b still has a residual
nutation of approximately ± 2°. Clearly, the fluid loop
nutation dampers failed to perform to specification.
The reasons for this remain to be established as part of
an ongoing investigation. The only adverse effect of
the high nutation has been to degrade the quality of the
RF downlink.

The in-orbit performance of the receive and transmit
equipment on both spacecraft has been faultless.
Communications with both spacecraft have been
maintained on a near daily basis, despite degraded RF
coverage as discussed further in section 3.
2.6 The Payload
The payload for each satellite
sponsors/contractors are given in Table 1.
Experiment Name

and

their
The attitude control of both spacecraft is also
complicated by the requirement to maintain a good
station aspect angle for communications.
This
requirement was not part of the original specification
and arose from a mechanical interference between the
primary payload and both satellites during the launch
campaign. This interference had been identified by the
launch authority during an earlier fit check, however
the agreed modifications to the design were insufficient'
to resolve the problem. The length of the mast
supporting the antenna on each spacecraft had to be
reduced by about 40%. Before accepting this imposed
condition, RF measurements were made at a DRA
facility using the engineering model spacecraft. These
measurements indicated that although communications
through the DSN 26m antennas would still be possible,
the received signal level at the 12m DRA Lasham
antenna would be close to the noise floor of the system
and would be highly dependant on the attitude of the
spacecraft.

Sponsor/contractor

STRV-1a
Xenon Plasma Charge Neutraliser

DRA
DRAlMSSL
Surface Charge Detector
DRAISIL
Langmuir Probe
DRA
Cosmic Ray & Dosimetry monitor
DRA/IJKAEA
Battery Recharge
ESA-ESTEC/ETCA
Radiation Dose Rate Sensor
DRAIMMS
Atomic Oxygen Effects
DRAlUoSoton
STRV-1b
Cold Ion Detector

Cryo-coolerNibration Suppression
HIP Intra-red Detectors
SRAM SEUlRadiation Monitor
Neural Network Microprocessors
Radiation Environment Monitor
Solar Cell Technology

BMDO/JPL
BMDO/JPL
BMDO/JPL
BMDO/JPL
ESA -ESTECIPSI
DRAISSTL

With the agreement of the DSN, the decision was taken
to launch with this configuration.

Table 1 Experiment Summary
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The in-flight experience has been much as predicted,
however if a stringent station aspect angle is maintained
for each satellite (approximately 110° ± 5°), error-free'
communications are possible through the 12m Lasham
antenna. Maintaining this angle to the earth ensures
that the nulls in the RF pattern, caused by the
shortening of the antenna mast, are directed away from
the earth.

forced the spacecraft into an unfavourable Earth aspect
angle.
At every available opportunity, hibernation mode
commands were uplinked to the spacecraft. The
flexibility of the CCSDS packet telecommand standard
allowed for the command rate to be increased and
thereby increase the likelihood of commands being
correctly received during the spin period of the satellite.
On 26th August, the pulsing downlink was again
observed, however this time the OFF period of the
transmitter was slowly decreasing. Two days later, the
downlink turned ON without any problems, following
ground command. The telemetry received indicated
that the spacecraft was in good health, with SAA of
87°. Full subsystem verification tests were again
performed over the following week.

Further detailed mission operations and the
experimental results obtained by each spacecraft since
launch are presented in the following sections.
3.2 STRV-la Operations
3.2.1 Mission Operations
During the second week of operations, the primary
OBC on STRV-Ia reset during an eclipse. The cause
was identified as a steadily decreasing battery voltage.
Attempts to charge the battery by manually forcing the
Battery Charge Regulators (BCR's) ON failed to
prevent the power bus collapsing during each eclipse.
The spacecraft was placed in a low-power,
'hibernation' mode while tests were derived to establish
the cause of the power system anomaly.

As noted earlier, the battery capacity appears to be
significantly below specification (estimated at < 5% of
nominal), however, operations to date have continued
without further incident.
Prudent manual battery
charging techniques and the use of the hibernation
mode have allowed the spacecraft to not only survive
eclipse but also to operate relatively high power
experiments that require additional power from the
battery. The housekeeping data is closely analysed at
the start of each link session to determine the condition
of the battery before deriving the experiment operations
strategy.
Initially, all attitude manoeuvres were
performed using the cold gas thruster system, however
as the gas reserve fell the magnetorquers were
attempted.
The battery sustained the required
manoeuvre and has continued to do so. Magnetorquing
is now used as the primary control technique on STRVla and the gas system is only activated for "finetuning" the attitude as required.

The results of these tests confirmed that the BCR's
operated as expected and the problem was associated
with automatic end of charge (EOC) detection on the
battery. It was unclear, however, as to whether battery
damage had occurred due to an incorrect EOC
detection, and therefore repeated overcharging, or that
the battery capacity was reduced at the start of the
mission (perhaps due to a cell failure during launch)
such that EOC. was never being attained and
overcharging was occurring. A policy of manually
controlled charging was implemented and together with
the hibernation mode during each eclipse, the health of
the battery appeared to improve.

Since the recovery of the satellite, all experiments (with
the exception of the Charge Alleviation Experiment due
to its power requirement), have been routinely operated.
To date, approximately 13 MBytes of experiment data
has been received from the satellite.

By the end of July 1994, the natural drift of the SAA
due to atmospheric torques at perigee became a concern
and a small magnetorquer manoeuvre was performed.
At the following communications session, the downlink
was observed to be pulsing ON/OFF with a 1.5 second
duty cycle. All attempts to turn the transmitter ON or
OFF during that link session failed. The daily link
sessions during August failed to detect or establish a
downlink.

3.2.2 Charge Alleviation Experiment
This experiment, shown schematically in Fig. 5, was
designed to test an active method of discharging
differential electrostatic charge which often builds up
on spacecraft surfaces at geostationary altitudes. This
electrostatic charge can discharge by arcing to a surface
at a lower electrostatic potential and clearly represents a
serious threat to the health of the spacecraft. The
experiment employs a low energy plasma generator
which emits xenon ions and electrons into the vicinity
of the spacecraft. If a surface electrostatic potential
exists, the experiment would demonstrate whether it
can be reduced by the presence of the low energy

The evidence suggested that the manoeuvre had
depleted the battery completely and the pulsing
transmitter was due to the power bus only being
sustained at the maximum power points in the spin
phase (i.e. when 2 arrays are 45° to the sun). It is
likely that the absence of any downlink throughout
August 1994 was because the manoeuvre had also
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plasma. In or~er to guarantee the presence of a high
surface potentIal and have the ability to monitor the
level of the potential, an electrostatic charge detector is
also aboard STRV-la. The Langmuir probe and Cold
Ion Detectors on the spacecraft serve as plasma
diagnostics equipment.

temperature, electron number density and plasma
potential. The probe has been fully verifIed in orbit.
The probe successfully detected the presence of xenon
plasma from the cathode during vacuum chamber tests
prior to launch. These results are shown in Fig. 6. The
electron temperature associated with the steeper part of
the curve (0 to 5V sweep) corresponds very well with
the predictions of the output of the cathode. The flatter
portion of the curve is either a second electron energy,
or more likely a secondary ionisation effect.

pressure
transducer

valve

thruster

r -..- - - - - - - - . . . - - -.....

valve

start
spin-up
thrusters

valve

precession
thruster

Volts
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Fig. 6. Langmuir Probe output during ground tests

3.2.4 Charge Detector Experiment (CDE)
The CDE experiment has been developed at DRA
Farnborough to measure surface charge directly using
the Pockels Effect. This electro-optical phenomenon
occurs when plane-polarised laser light passes through a
crystal situated in an electric fIeld. The degree of
rotation of the plane of polarisation of the light is
related to the magnitude of the fIeld. The surface
charge is determined by measuring the rotation angle.

keeper _
electrode

Fig. 5. Schematic ofthe Charge Alleviation Experiment

The device that produces the plasma is a hollow
cathode. derived from the DRA UK-lO ion engine.
Xenon IS used as the engine propellant and is therefore
used in the charge alleviation experiment.

In the short time available for the development of this
experiment it was possible to show that sufficient
miniturisation of the design was Gust) possible and that
solutions to the delicate problems of optical
arrangement and alignment could be found. The
resulting flight unit has a mass of 600g and a power
consumption of2W, and also included a small radiation
dosimeter, provided by ESA. Pre-flight calibration of
the device was performed both with conventional high
voltage power supplies and, more realistically, by
irradiation of suitable sample of kapton placed in the
device as a test piece.

This experiment was successfully operated in a large
thermal vacuum chamber at DRA Famborough. The
plasma was observed by the Cold Ion Detector and the
Langmuir Probe. The cathode requires approximately
30W for two minutes to achieve the operating
temperature and to date the spacecraft batteries have
been unable to sustain this load (in addition to powering
the platform subsystems) due to the capacity problem
discussed earlier.
Although the experiment has not been operated in its
primary role, a number of components within the
system are being operated in space for the fIrst time.
These include the solenoid valves, control electronics,
pressure transducer and a full validation of a new type
of xenon gas flow sensor.

After successful verifIcation testing in orbit during June
1994, the experiment recorded the fIrst data set in
September 1994; the delay being due to the power
anomaly referred to earlier. Since then the instrument
has been operated regularly and reliably, and has
returned a considerable quantity of data; although
interpretation of the data has proved more difficult than
originally thought.

3.2.3 Langmuir Probe Experiment
A Langmuir probe is mounted close to the neutraliser
cathode in order to measure the local electron
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A typical plot of the output from the COE is shown in
Fig. 7 which indicates a maximum potential of 7.5 kV,
(note the vertical scale is kV/3), and indicates the'
position of apogee, "A" and perigee, "P" for the orbit.
"
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background level is caused by the trapped radiation
environment.
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Fig. 8. A typical plasmasphere spectrum
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In Fig. 9, this background level is plotted around one
orbit. Clearly, this correlates well with the AE8
predictive model of electron particle density for the
orbit. (The peaks at around 10 hours after perigee are
not recorded by the instrument because CID was
powered off before the spacecraft entered eclipse in
order to conserve power).

Fig. 7. Plot of CDE measured potential over one orbit

Examining a large number of such plots has not
revelaed any obvious repeating patterns on a per-orbit
basis or even an "evolving" per-orbit basis. Generally
however, considerable variation in the measured
potential is seen, but the maximum does not exceed 7.5
kV. The principal difficulty in interpreting the data is
the absence of an in-orbit calibration facility.
Unfortunately, insufficient time prevented a satisfactory
calibration system from being achieved and
incorporated into the experiment. Clearly this is an area
for improvement in future instruments.
It was
anticipated that the Charge Alleviation Experiment
would provide an effective zero reference, but to date
this has not been operated as mentioned earlier.

4th Scp 94 '
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Analysis of the COE data is continuing, together with
the formation of ideas for improving the device. It will
be particularly interesting to study the surface charging
phenomena throughout the remainder of 1995 as the
local time of apogee of the orbit moves towards dawn.
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Fig. 9.

cm background count around one orbit

The maximum background count on each orbit is also
plotted as a function of time since the start of 1995 in
10. CREDO is also plotted for comparison.
Again, it is evident that the instruments are imaging
closely the electron environment and this data will be
analysed in conjunction with electron data received
from GOES-7.

The impetus provided by the STRV-Ia flight to this
experiment has meant significant progress towards the
goal of achieving an "operational" version of the CDE
for use on a range of high-altitude spacecraft.
3.2.5 Cold Ion Detector (CID)

l ~o.ooo

600

-tID +CREDO

This detector is designed to measure the energy
spectrum of incident, low-energy ions. The detector is
operated on a regular basis to record the natural plasma
background. If a means of operating the Charge
Alleviation experiment is found, the detector will be
used to help characterise the xenon plasma.
A typical output from the instrument is shown in Fig. 8.
This trace was recorded at 0632 UT on 20th July 1994
and indicates the presence of natural ions of 0.1 eV
energy at an altitude of approximately 10,000 km. The
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cm and CREDO backgrounds during 1995
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in Fig. i2. Initial results indicate that the total dose
received at these devices is approximately a factor of
five less than predicted by the AE8 and AP8 models.

3.2.6 Cosmic Ray Effects and Dosimetry Experiment
(CREDO)
This experiment is vital to the STRV-Ia technology
demonstration mission objectives since it is accurately
characterising the radiation dose received by the
spacecraft. This information is clearly essential for
determining the performance of solar cells
microelectronics, etc. Actual doses received at specifi~
locations within the spacecraft can be derived by
computer modelling the shielding effects of all the
spacecraft components. DRA Famborough has already
flown versions of CREDO on Concorde, UoSA T and
the Space Shuttle. The APEX mission currently in orbit
is also flying a version of the instrument and the data
retrieved from this mission will be cross-correlated with
that from detectors on both STRV-l and -lb.

De), of missi<m

Fig. 12. CREDO RadFET outputs since launcb

3.2.7 Atomic Oxygen Experiment
CREDO measures both the energy and arrival rate of
cosmic rays as the particles pass through a 3 cm square
array of 300llm thick diodes.
The total charge
generated in nine energy bands (over 300s intervals) is
recorded by the instrument thereby providing a clear
picture of the cosmic ray environment of the GTO.

This University of Southampton experiment measures
the rate of erosion of a selected number of spacecraft
materials due to the action of atomic oxygen (AO) in
the upper atmosphere. The experiment comprised 12
silver resistance sensors. As silver is converted to its
non-conducting oxide the resistance increases. This
increase can be measured and converted into silver loss.
The erosion resistance of test materials is measured by
coating the thin silver films with overlays of the test
material. When this coating is breached the silver starts
to oxidise and a resistance increase is observed.
Knowledge of the fluence experienced and the
thickness of the coating enables the erosion rate to be
calculated. Silver sensors coated with polyethylene,
PTFE, carbon and silica were flown. The flight spare
of the experiment has been exposed to AO in the
ESTEC pulsed-laser source. Thus a direct comparison
between a flight experiment and a ground based
simulation will be possible.

Particles trapped in the geomagnetic field and other
naturally occurring ionising radiation are also measured
by CREDO. The instrument includes a network of
Radiation Field Effect transistors (RadFET's) located at
different positions within STRV-la. Each RadFET has
a 100 nm thick gate oxide layer which traps positive
charges generated as particles pass through, thereby
altering the threshold voltage of the device. The total
received radiation dose is therefore measured by
monitoring the threshold voltage of each transistor.
iE+04

IE+03

Ground-based testing of the ability of different
structural and thermal materials and coatings to
withstand erosion is extremely useful; however such
tests do not reproduce the simultaneous conditions of
vacuum, oxygen flux, temperature and energy
distribution that occurs in space. STRV-Ia provides a
valuable opportunity to perform such tests since the
initial perigee altitude is only 300 km.
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The resistance of the thin silver films (1850A) started to
increase immediately after launch and increased to the
maximum of the measurement range after 280 and 330
orbits respectively. The form of the raw data of
resistance as a function of fluence in the laboratory
experiment and resistance as a function of orbit for the
flight experiment is similar. The resistance change was
converted to silver loss to facilitate analysis. The initial
stage of the oxidation process was linear until
approximately 300A of silver had been oxidised. The

0.0

TIml! since pengee (houn)

Fig. 11. CREDO detector outputs for one orbit

Fig. 11 shows a typical output from the instrument for
the low area detector (LAD) and high area detector
(HAD) showing the inner belt close to perigee.
The total accumulated dose recorded since launch by
the RadFET's located in the CREDO unit are presented
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rale of oxidation then decayed to a low rate parabolic
growth. The linear stage is thought to be surface
reaction-controlled and the parabolic stage diffusionlimited.

temperature tends to fall, however when charging is
complete and more energy is dissipated within the cells,
the temperature rises. By measuring the rate of change
of the temperature' the moment that charging is
complete can be accurately detected. This technique
does not require any compensation for ageing,
temperature, depth of discharge or charging rate.

The resistance of both thick silver films remains
unchanged.
This suggests either a contamination
problem or component failure in the electronic circuit.
Analysis of future results should resolve this issue.

Due to battery anomaly on STRV-Ia during August
1994, the BRE was not operated until September 1994.
The experiment had to contend with two difficult
conditions: a) the operating temperature of the battery
was around 30°C, and b) the battery terminal voltage
was below nominal. In the first case there was concern
that the dynamic range of the temperature detector
would be compromised, since circuit saturation was
predicted to commence at 35°C, while the second case
dictated that the BRE end-of-charge (EOC) logic was
held permanently reset and that the BRE could only be
used in monitoring mode with the data being routed to
the ground for assessment before anyon-board
response could be initiated. Thus although the BRE
could not directly control the STRV-la battery
chargers, it was extensively used during the mission as
a battery thermal dissipation monitor to determine the
duration of applied battery charge. This came about
since the depressed battery terminal voltage also
resulted in the operation of the conventional EOC
control being compromised.

No increase in the resistance of the carbon, silica or
polyethylene sensors has yet been observed. On the
basis of flux estimates (ESABASE), reported erosion
yields for these materials and the thickness of the
overlay coatings, these results are as expected.
It should be noted that the coating thicknesses were
selected on the basis of an earlier launch date and a
lower perigee which would have provided a more
concentrated AO environment.
After 350 orbits, the resistance of the PTFE-coated
sensors had increased to the upper bound of the
measurement range. On the basis of a preliminary
analysis, it is estimated that the erosion rate is 0.77 x
1O-24cm3atom·l. This is of the same order as that
achieved from the flight spare in the ESTEC facility
and higher than that reported for flight experiments.
This suggests that synergistic effects between the ultraviolet environment and AO may be influencing the
erosion process.

The BRE displayed a high degree of sensitivity to
battery EOC dissipation whilst at the same time showed
itself to be basically insensitive to the dynamic
temperature environment of the battery and spacecraft
around the orbit. In the course of the STRV-Ia mission
it successfully detected EOC conditions on a battery
whose temperature could vary over the range 20-35°C.

In conclusion, the experiment has enabled the value of
the silver resistance technique as a monitor for the AO
environment and the resistance of materials to AO
degradation to be evaluated. It is concluded that whilst
there is considerable merit in the technique for AO
measurement, in common with other thin film
techniques the question as to whether a thin film is truly
representative of a bulk material must be seriously
considered. Further ground-based tests are required to
resolve this issue.
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A concentrated programme has recently commenced
using the ESTEC facility. This will address some of he
issues raised by the flight experiment.
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Flying a second experiment on a satellite such as
STRV-Ie or -1 d is a goal for future research activities.
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The STRV-la Power Subsystem incorporates an
ESTEC experiment to study a new, more effective
means of controlling the charging of a spacecraft
battery. The technique involves accurately monitoring
the temperatures and terminal voltages of the selected
cells of the battery.
When charging occurs, the
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Fig. 13. BRE output: nominal battery charging case
(courtesy of ESA)
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3.2.8 Battery RecbargeExperiment
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Figs. 13, 14 and 15 show respectively the BRE output
for examples of nominal charging, over~charging and
under~charging of the battery.
.

Several hundred discharge/charge cycles to date on
STRV-Ia have shown the temperature derivative (Tdt)
charge control technique of the BRE to be both a
reliable and thermally stable battery management
concept. It has proved that the applied charge rates of
CI14 and C/7 in conjunction with the pre-selected
circuit sensitivity has produced sufficient thermal
impulse to the battery when approaching end-of-charge,
to allow accurate detection.

In each case, the charge state of the battery is indicated
by the battery voltage curves (maximum battery voltage
is 22 V). In Fig. 13, the cross~over point at t ::::; 70
minutes in the BRE output indicates the point at which
the rate of charge of temperature of the battery has
changed from an exothermic (charging) state to an
endothermic (start of over~charging) state. In an
operational system, BRE would command the battery
charge regulators OFF at this point.

The results from the STRV-la application of the BRE
have also led ESA-ESTEC to propose the development
of an enhanced Tdt Detector for application to
operational LEO spacecraft.

Blillery tempera1l1re change value (Volts)
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1.6

3.3 STRV-lb Operations
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3.3.1 Mission Operations
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STRV-Ib wa:; fully verified within the first fortnight of
the mission, and some experiment operations began
immediately. The performance of the power system
was nominal and did not indicate any of the problems
experienced on STRV-Ia.
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Attitude manoeuvres performed early in the mission to
correct the naturally drifting attitude were adversely
affected by poor orbit knowledge. The latter was
caused in part by infrequent NORAD orbit element sets
and this generated large errors in the precision with
which the perigee time was known (> ± 5 mins). Since
the useful magnetorquing region is typically only ± 15
mins of perigee, manoeuvres were generally under- or
over-performing. When the NORAD element sets were
received on a regular basis and knowledge of the
performance of the attitude measurement and control
system improved, the attitude control function became
more accurate.
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Fig. 14. BRE output: battery over~charging case
(courtesy of ESA)
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On 26 October 1994, the SAA ofSTRV-lb had drifted
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up to 120 0 • The reason for the spacecraft drifting this
far from the nominal attitude was due to three
successive manoeuvres failing to correct the attitude
over this period. The cause of the failure of these
manoeuvres was identified as a hardware fault at the
interface between the parallel data bus and the
magnetorquer control electronics (SACE). By directly
commanding SACE from the Command Distribution
Unit (CDU) of the OBDH, rather than over the bus,
manoeuvres could be achieved to regain the situation.
This 'redundant' method of control has continued
successfully to date as demonstrated in Fig. 4.
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Fig. 15. BRE output: battery under-charging case
(courtesy ofESA)

The BRE also incorporates 6 hybrid power MOSFET's
("HyFETs"). These devices are being calibrated in the
radiation environment. The gate voltage of each device
is measured and based on ground results, a drift rate of
200 mVIkrad was expected. The results to date suggest
approximately an order of magnitude less than
predicted by software models.

Since launch, STRV-lb has returned around 8 Mbytes
of experiment data to the end users and continues to
operate satisfactorily.
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3.3.2 Cryo-cooler Vibration Suppression Expt.

Prior to launch, problems in implementing the design of
the electronics for the high voltage ceramic applique
technique resulted in elimination of this approach in
flight. It also became clear that the digital control
approach was much more effective than the analogue
approach. Primarily this was a result of the available
resources only allowing for the design of the analogue
controller to handle a single harmonic.

Cryocoolers are typically used to cool IR or CCD"
sensors to lower the thermal noise threshold. Stirling
coolers have a mechanical compressor, so there is a
significant vibration problem with optical instruments.
This BMDO experiment uses a novel vibration
suppression technique comprising piezo materials to
make the tip of the coldfinger stand still, thus
eliminating motion of the sensor mounted on the
coldfinger. The objective of the experiment is to
demonstrate the design and qualification of low-power
flight piezo drivers and control systems, and the
effectiveness of this mode of vibration suppression
when used in a zero-g, mass-limited system.

The translators with digital control reduce the vibration
associated with the first eight harmonics by a factor of
approximately 75. Using analogue control, vibration
levels at the first harmonic frequency are reduced by a
factor of 10. A fundamental experiment limit is the 10
nm resolution of the eddy current transducers. The
results obtained with digital. control are at this limit.
Further reduction in tip motion would require more
sensitive means of measuring the motion.

Two actuator methods were used in the experiment
piezo translators and applique ceramics. Commercially
available low voltage piezo translators displace the
entire cryocooler to cancel the motion of the tip of the
coldfinger, and three eddy current transducers detect tip
motion. In addition, high voltage (700V) applique
ceramics are glued to the coldfinger and stretch it to
cancel the tip motion. Both analogue and digital
control systems were used for comparison of techniques
and effectiveness. The cryocooler selected for the
experiment is the Texas Instruments 0.2W "tactical"
cryocooler. The major components of the experiment
are shown in Fig. 16.

The analogue control circuit is limited by stability
considerations to operate only at the fundamental
frequency. Although higher gain could be used, the
amplitude of motion at the fundamental frequency has
been reduced well below neighbouring harmonics, and
thus futher reductions in motion at the fundamental
frequency would do little to reduce total motion.
During ground tests, large commercial high voltage
drivers were used with the breadboard electronics to
power the flight ceramic applique. Using the analogue
control circuitry, the fundamental was reduced by the
factor of ten mentioned above. Unfortunately, it was
not possible to complete development of the flight
electronics package, and thus digital control was the
only modality possible after launch.

CRYOCOOLER

Stx lEO 10110100
"'OUKT TRUSS

After allowing the spacecraft and cryocooler to fully
outgas, the cryo-cooler experiment was first operated
on 12th July 1994. To date, the cryocooler has been
turned on about 1,000 times, and total operating time is
about 35 hours. On six occasions the cooler has been
operated at temperatures low enough to verry that it is
cooling properly, with tip temperatures <120K. The
lowest temperature achieved was 17K, when the cooler
was operated at maximum power for more than 30
minutes.
These are very significant results,
demonstrating the utility of low cost, readily available
tactical cryocoolers for space experiments.

L.EAF FLEXURE

DOTTOM OF CASE

CRYOCOOLER VIBRATION SUPPRESSION

EOO'l'CUAnEm
TnAHSOUf.:£fl

Using the cryocooler as a vibration source, the response
of the satellite was determined from accelerometer data.
Results agreed with ground tests : forces of about
0.008g in the direction of the cryocooler expander at
the fundamental frequency were measured.
The
satellite is relatively rigid at 55 Hz where the cryocooler
is operated.

COOlEn ATIACUUCIf'( POUlTS

Fig. 16. Major components ofthe cryo-cooler
(courtesy ofBMDO/JPL)

In conclusion, the reliability and utility of tactical
cryocoolers in space systems has been demonstrated.
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Although they are a source of high vibrati6n levels (by
spacecraft standards), the resulting mdtion can be
controlled.

optimization functions because of their capability to
"learn" from examples. The architecture is particularly
fault tolerant and lends itself to graceful degradation
under harsh environments, rather than have a
catastrophic failure of the chip. They are suitable for a
variety of space, military, and civil applications and
provide enhanced speed, autonomy, and intelligence.
For this experiment, a special feedforward "learning"
architecture (signal flow from one layer of neurons to
next through a connecting mesh of synaptic weights)
with a suitable pattern recognition problem as a benchmark for learning was chosen.
Reconfigurable
synapses as multiplying digital-analog converters with
weights stored in memory and neurons as variable gain
amplifiers with sigmoidal output were used. Learning
capability of the network by way of multiple identical
VLSI fabricated chips was monitored on ground as in
flight.

Many of the lessons learned from the STRV-lb
experiment are being applied in the design of a nextgeneration experiment to be conducted on STRV-2.
Once again, a tactical cryocooler will be used, but in a
more demanding role as the primary cooling for an
active focal plane array in an infra-red optical system.
Also, the digital electronics/software approach used for
this experiment has proved very effective as noted, and
is already appearing in vibration suppression hardware
provided by cryocooler manufacturers.
3.3.3 Space Environmental Effects (SEE)

This STRV-lb experiment package, also sponsored by
the BMDO and built by JPL, contains three separate
technology experiments which were flown to measure
and evaluate the effects of the high radiation
environment on these devices. Two identical sets of
devices were used, one with minimal shielding to the
+Z direction radiation fluence (along the spin axis of
the satellite), and the other with significant shielding to
provide a basis for comparison. The devices tested
were:

Ground-based results:
a) Performance for unbiased chips degraded gradually
from 0 to 100 kilorads (krads) when the neuron
characteristics (sigmoidal curve) became steeper
with dose. Chips were functional to 100 krads;
beyond 100 krads the synapse current leakage and
the memory errors increased and the chips failed at
150-400 krads.

a) Neural Network Integrated Circuits
b) Heterojunction Internal Photoemission (HIP) IR
sensors
c) CMOS radiation and single event upset (SEU)
monitors (SEU/RADMON)

b) Biased chip performance degradation was more than
an order of magnitude faster and the chips failed at
about 5-7.5 krads. Monotonicity errors in synapseneuron curves were predominantly responsible in
gradual chip failure. Overall, high energy electron
damage was more severe than that due to proton or
gamma rays.

Unfortunately, data were only obtained from these
devices up to early October 1994. At this time, a
failure occurred, and no attempts to restart the
experiments have been successful. The fai lure is
believed to be a hardware problem either at the output
of the OBDH subsystem or at the input to the SEE
package. However, the only failure scenarios on either
side of the interface all involve unlikely simultaneous
multi-chip failures. Further analysis is prevented by the
limited diagnostics available both in the SEE package
and the spacecraft platform.

Space-based results:
Over a total of 228 orbits, the exposed chip
accumulated about 11 krads, predominantly while
unbiased. The shielded chip accumulated about 1 krad
during the same period. A consistent and gradual
change of slope of the neuron curves was measured and
changed from 167 millivolt per synapse weight
(mV/sw) at start to 181 mV/sw after 1 krad of total dose
for the shielded chip and 321 mV/sw after 11 krads for
the exposed chip. No memory errors or monotonicity
errors were obtained and the neural network learning
was not affected either. Thus the objectives of the
experiment were met.

3.3.3.1 CMOS Neural Network Integrated Circuit

The objectives of this experiment were to demonstrate
fault tolerant and graceful degradation characteristics of
IPL's analogue neural network VLSI chips in a space
environment, to correlate with ground-based radiation
experiments and thereby lead to better device and
circuit designs for space-borne neural network
applications.

3.3.3.2 'HIP" Infra-red Sensors

HIP infrared sensors may provide an attractive
alternative to the more conventional GaAs detectors for
LWIR detection. These devices can be easily integrated
with Si readout circuitry, and are expected to exhibit

Neural networks, based on massively parallel biological
systems, perform efficient pattern recognition and
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excellent pixel-to-pixel unifonnity. L WIR detectors
have applications in both defence systems (for cool
body detection) and in earth science.

The dose curves indicate the effectiveness of the
shielding and also a 27 day cycle typical of sunspot
rotation. This latter effect has also been observed by
the STRV-Ia CREDO experiment and the STRV-Ib
REM experiment.
The primary devices show an
approximate dose rate of 100 rad/day (36,500 rad/year).
This corresponds well with the mission design
requirement of 20 krad. However, the shielded devices,
which are more typical of components within the
platfonn subsystems due to the amount of shielding,
indicate a dose rate approximately an order of
magnitude less than seen by the primary devices.
However, the measured dose appears to be higher
behind thicker shields than predicted by existing
radiation codes. A radiation gradient was noted across
the JPL experiment box, where the dose 10cm from the
edge of the box is 78% lower han the dose at the edge
of the box. Dose was successfully measured in spite of
large temperature variations which ranged over 50°C.

In ground radiation tests, it was found that these devices
are resistant to proton irradiation; device barrier height
degraded by only 0.25 meV/krad. The objective of the
STRV -I b experiment is to detennine if the more
complex spectrum of incident radiation might result in
increased sensitivity on the part of the HIP sensor.
The experiment conducted on STRV-Ib measures the
dark current to obtain an indication of radiation
damage. Radiation induced dislocations which occur in
devices operating at room temperature may quickly
anneal out; since operational devices will be cooled to
cryogenic temperatures, two pixels are mounted on the
end of the cold finger of the cryogenic cooler. Early
results suggest that the degradation rate in space is ~
meVlkrad, but the failure mentioned earlier has
prevented any additional data from being obtained.

SEU-SRAM results show that upsets vary as expected
with bin AVOS and shielding, with the highest number
of upsets recorded in the exposed proton bin. The
number of upsets is highest at the beginning and end of
data acquisition, where the satellite is passing though
the proton belts.

3.3,3.3 SEUIRADMON
The objective of this experiment is to develop a small,
low-cost, low-power Single Event Upset (SEU) and
Total Dose (TD) Radiation Monitor (RADMaN)
fabricated using standard CMOS processes and obtain
data on its perfonnance in space. Results have been
correlated with other STRV-I r<:ldiation measuring
experiments (CREDO and REM), and compared with
predictions of environmental models and results of
ground tests.

The knowledge that total dose under thicker shields is
being under-predicted by existing radiation codes will
allow designers to make appropriate design changes.
Dose profiling demonstrates that FET dosimeters can be
placed at numerous locations within an electronics box,
just as thennocouples are used to profile temperatures.
The FET portion of the RADMaN has been included
on the Telstar satellite, which is scheduled for launch in
mid-l 996, and is intended to monitor spacecraft
charging, as a means of evaluating spacecraft failures
short of the required 10 year life.

The RADMaN instrument consists of 16 4-kbit
SRAM's designed to detect protons, alpha particles and
heavy ions (SEU-SRAM's). In addition, the instrument
contains 4 p-FETs for detecting total ionising radiation
dose (TD-FET's).
The total dose measured by "exposed" devices (P4E &
P8E), which have reduced shielding and "shielded"
devices (P4S & P8S) are given in Fig. 17.

3.3.4 Solar Cell Technology Experiment (SCTE)
The SCTE is designed to measure (to I % accuracy) the
current/voltage characteristics of 47 new types of solar
cell, or of cells employing advanced or improved cover
glasses, manufacturing techniques or coatings.
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The experiment operates as expected in an 'untriggered',
test mode, where IV curves are generated for each of
the cells under test without reference to the relative
position of the sun. The 'triggered mode' is reliant on
two 'sun overhead detectors' which trigger the
experiment to operate when the sun is within 5" of the
nonnal to the panel. To date, this mode has not been
made to operate correctly since there appears to have
been a failure of one (or both) of the sun detectors or
their interface with the experiment.
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Fig. 17. RADMON dose for the first 100 days in orbit
(courtesy of BMDO/JPL)
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A copy of the REM is also mounted externally on MIR.
Both REM models have been operating Simultaneously
during 1995. The correlation of the two instrument
data sets will prove highly valuable in the context of
modelling the environment. The results can also be
correlated with those made by complementary
experiments on the STRV-I satellites and on other
spacecraft. Calibration is important to verify the
expected performance of the detectors and has been
performed in particle accelerators, complemented by
numerical simulations.

Currently, the degradation of the GaAs generating
panels (with 500~m coverglasses) is estimated to be
only < 6% as shown in Fig. 18.
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The instrument is operated continuously around an orbit
and under software control changes sampling rate
depending on time from perigee. To date, REM has
provided good quality data with few major problems.
Initial problems with the on-board processing software
were solved by uploading a modification to the
software. Similarly, accumulation times have been
optimised. Dead time corrections have also given some
problems but this is felt to have been solved. Some
noise at the most sensitive -E channels is also seen.
Extraction of particle spectra has taken longer ilian
expected due to the need to perform careful numerical
simulations before applying it to the counts data. The
counts data illustrate in qualitative terms the highly
dynamic nature of the outer, electron belt and the
relative stability of the proton belt. Correlations with
the 27 day solar rotation period are seen implying longlived solar structures well connected to the
magnetosphere during this phase of the solar cycle
(approaching solar minimum). This last year has seen
several long-lived energetic electron enhancements
reported from the NOAA GOES satellite and these shall
be studied with ilie aid of STRV-lb data, which give
good cross-sections of the belts during these periods.
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Fig. 18. STRV-lb solar panel current generation as a
function of time since launch

3.3.5 Radiation Environment Monitor (REM)
The ESA-ESTEC REM on STRV-lb completes the
suite of radiation measurement instruments flown on
the STRV-l mission. The GTO radiation environment
is mainly composed of electrons of a few MeV energy,
protons of up to several hundred Me V energy and
energetic heavy ions. The REM maps this environment
with good spatial resolution and over an extended
period, including the south Atlantic anomaly and
directionalites in the environment.
s~~ple system consisting of two independent
sIhcon detectors with different types of
shleldmg.
Energetic particles impacting on the
detectors generate pulses which are counted, and the
num ber impacting in a set time are stored. By
sep~rating pulses according to their magnitude (-E)
WhICh depends on energy, the particle type and energy
data can be derived. Each detector has sixteen channels
of discrimination on pulse magnitude. The detectors
used are 300Tm silicon diode detectors. The "electron
detector" is 25 mm 2 with a 3 mm aluminium shield
while the larger "proton detector" of 150 mm2 i~
shielded by 3 mm of aluminium and an additional 0.75
mm of tantalum. The extra tantalum considerably
reduces the electron and bremsstrahlung penetration
and so makes this detector better at monitoring protons.
The electron detector shield stops protons of energies
below 24MeV and has an electron cut off around
I.4MeV. The proton detector has a cut off energy of
35MeV and suppresses incident electrons by a factor
:200. Despite the simplicity, by flying the experiment
m GTO and operating the experiment over an extended
period, with good time resolution, significant data can
b~ ge~erated. Additionally, knowledge of the pointing
dIre.chon can be used to investigate directionality in ilie
envIronment.

ru::M is a
sh~eld~d

The REM instrument can also provide high time
resolution dose data by summing the energy deposit
spectra of the silicon detectors. These preliminary data
imply that the environment is milder ilian expected,
even iliough recent evidence shows that the electron
environment is more severe at solar minimUDl.

Fig. 19. REM electron dose per orbit for one year
(courtesy of ESA/PSI)
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period in March 1995 (Fig. 19). The proton dose is
about 200 Rads/month and much more stable. It
therefore appears that the proton dose is higher than
expected, while the electron dose is lower. The reason
for the higher proton dose may simply be a contribution
from particles entering the detector from the rear and/or
a possible electron contribution.
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Fig. 20 shows the L·distribution (i.e. altitude) of count
rates for different passes through the radiation belts
during September 1994. These show the growth,
transport and decay of energetic electron enhancements.
Phenomena such as this are to be analysed in detail.
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4. Conclusions
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Although the STRV·la1b project is modest in scale, a
large number of new technologies and ideas are
incorporated in the design of both the space and ground
elements. The project has provided relatively low cost
access to a harsh space environment for a variety of
technologies. In addition, the satellites allow for first·
class scientific study of the GTO environment; an
environment that all geostationary· bound spacecraft
encounter, but which is little understood .
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The collaborative arrangements now established may
also provide a useful model for the future, cost·
effective use of scarce resources in space technology
research and development.
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5. The Future

..

Both spacecraft have successfully completed their
nominal one year missions and thereby demonstrated
the robustness, capabilities and flexibility of the system
design .
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The lower than predicted accumulated radiation dose
would suggest that the platform subsystems capable of
continuing to endure the GTO environment and a
mission extension to at least March 1996 has been
funded by the participating organisations.
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In addition a new experiment has been identified : a
space demonstration of the Space Communications
Protocol Standards, (a joint US DoDINASAlMoD
programme), base lined for STRV·l b, is currently under
definition. The demonstration is scheduled to take
place early in 1996 when the SCPS software will be
uploaded to the satellite and operated over the
communications link. The principal objective of the
test is to validate the protocols and assess the robustness
of the standards over a space· ground link. Features of
the standards, including file transfers, networking and
resilience to disrupted communications, will also be
demonstrated.

6

L-she11

Fig. 20. Electron count rates (courtesy of ESAIPSI)

Using the AE8, AP8 environment models and the
SHIELDOSE code for dose calculation, a dose of 51
Rads/orbit (Le_ 3500 Rads/month) in the electron
detector and 1_1 Rads/orbit (i.e_ 75 Rads/month) in the
proton detector are predicted. The observation is an
average of 1460 Rads/month in the electron detector,
with dose per orbit varying between a few rads/orbit
and 100 Rads/orbit during a particularly disturbed
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On the basis ofthe technical success of STRV-I it. and Ib, the DRA Space Department has recently started a
Project Definition phase for follow-on spacecraft in the
series (STRV -I c and -I d, etc.). During this phase
potential collaborators are sought with a view to
identifying the payload early in 1996. The follow-on
spacecraft will be based on the proven bus design of
STRV-Ja/b with modifications only being made in the
light of operational experience. This approach best
utilises the investment made to date in the subsystem
development and also ensures that the cost, risk and
timescale of the development programme are all
minimized. Additional enhancements that may be
required by experiments, such as a Mbyte-sized data
store, can be included as an "add-on" to the standard
design.

MSSL
OBC
OBDH
PROM
PSI
RAM
ROM
RF
RFDU

rpm
SSTL
STRV
UKAEA

Mullard Space Science Laboratory
OnBoard Computer
OnBoard Data Handling
Programmable Read Only Memory
Paul Scherrer Institute
Random Access Memory
Read Only Memory
Radio Frequency
Radio Frequency Distribution Unit
revolutions per minute
Surrey Satellite Technology Ltd.
Space Technology Research Vehicle
UK Atomic Energy Authority, Harwell
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